
Each of us faces times when we feel blocked, stuck, or overwhelmed by fear, negative
thinking, confusion, or isolation. Do you feel lost and far from loving yourself, unable to
find your light or purpose? Has work become a grind rather than the exciting and
fulfilling experience it used to be? 

My name is Clara Lucia Jaramillo-Carrier, M.A., PCC., and I am devoted to helping you
leverage your unique purpose so you can change, achieve your goals, and have a more
significant impact on the world. I meet you right where you are and offer you a safe,
empathetic, and stimulating atmosphere to get in touch with your imperfect humanity. 

I work best with decisive clients who take bold action and desire different results. Get
ready to discover what’s holding you back so you can break through, achieve your goals,
and create sustained transformations through:

AWAKE YOUR PURPOSE, BREAK BARRIERS, 
UNLEASH YOUR POTENTIAL, INCREASE YOUR IMPACT.

▸  LEARN MORE AT STARTBREAKINGTHROUGH.COM
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Purpose 
(Your Compass)

Positive Mindset
(Your Superpower)

Possibilities
(Your Choices)

CLARA LUCIA JARAMILLO-CARRIER, M.A., PCC.

+1 (630) 209-7617

clara.carrier@startbreakingthrough.com

facebook.com/GotPurposeBTC/

linkedin.com/in/claracarrier/
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“I chose coaching as an ongoing vocation to serve, validate, and
empower others to reignite their purpose and gain deeper insight
into what they want for life and career success so they can
change, achieve their goals, and have a more significant impact
on the world.” 

BREAKING THROUGH COACHING
Creating a world with more humanity by evoking people’s purpose, 

positive mindset, and possibilities.

Clients’ Success

Intensive Program (Recommended): 
6 Months (20 Sessions): $5,000 
(Discovery/initial session, Adlerian Lifestyle Analysis, Got Purpose Assessment Tool™
and extra session free.) 

Alternative Package: 
3 Months (10 Sessions): $3,000 
(Discovery/initial session and Got Purpose Assessment Tool™ free.) 

Your Investment

▸  LEARN MORE AT STARTBREAKINGTHROUGH.COM

“I am becoming a critical thinker, distinguishing from limiting beliefs, trusting others, and making
informed decisions.” 

“I’m more confidently showing up at meetings, delegating, and
voicing my opinions.“

“I have experienced resounding changes in how I face and approach problems and challenges
since I started my work with Coach Clara Lucia.”

“I’m pursuing excellence, not perfection, making mistakes, celebrating more, and finding joy.” 
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